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Now the question is whether modern man can take the next step and create a
world in which the civilized urban way of life will release the creative energies of men
rather than stifle them. And the Greeks even had the word for that. The oi/coujue^
(Latinized to oecumene) was the term they used to designate their portion of the
inhabited world which they had civilized or citified as opposed to the lands of the
barbarians. They spread their ecumene, as we have seen, by establishing colonies and
by governing Greek cities throughout the Mediterranean and Middle East. Since their
time the nexus of citified cultures has spread around the world, creating a kind of
ecumenopolis, or world urban way of life. This latter-day process has been greatly
aided by the worldwide diffusion of the agencies of Western education, but seldom
with a view of the world as a whole or with the welfare of all the peoples of the world
in mind.
Here is the challenge to the education of the West in the future. Can it enable
the learners of the world-and their teachers-to study and understand the world as a
whole and to take their part in it? Homo sapiens was able to transform himself into
Homo educans and into Homo scholasticus. Can he transform himself into Homo
ecumenicus! Is this the promise of the education of the West?
I believe it is, but only if Western education can divest itself of its own
ethnocentric and narrowly nationalistic preoccupations and infuse itself with a world
orientation that seeks to enhance the best, not the worst, of the modernity it has
helped to produce. Only then can it be in position to play its role in helping
cooperatively to shape educational systems with other nations that will enable both:
to move toward playing a responsible role in the coming world civilization,
a civilization marked by increased reliance upon a scientific-rational outlook, by
the rational-legal ordering of public behavior, by increased participation of ever
larger numbers of people in public affairs, by the secular validation of the
knowledge upon which decisions in human affairs are based, and by commit-
ment to the primacy of humane values.
... what comes after a modern civilization based upon urban ways of life
cannot be a return to a preurban or a premodern way of life, nor indeed can it
be simply an extension of a suburban or exurban way of life. If there is to be a
future beyond modern civilization, it must rest intrinsically upon an educational
civilization, one in which the institutions and the plans for social change are
based upon valid knowledge, in which the vast majority of people are enabled to
profit from full educational opportunity, in which leaders are selected with due
regard for their achievement, including their achieved education, and in which
the universal elements of a rational education reach across national boundaries
and contribute to the humane characteristics of modernity.
So what should we be doing in international education in the future? We
should be trying to "educationalize" the process of modernization. We should be
trying to see to it that this great transformation in the human career becomes
more humane, more orderly, more peaceful, and more educative than it has ever
been during the first five hundred years of modernization. We should be relying
upon the methods of education rather than upon military conquest, colonial
intrusion, revolutionary subversion, authoritarian compulsion, economic exploi-
tation, religious conversion, power politics, or any of the other means by which

